Stacked
Performance Collection

Performance Collection

Color Options (Patent No. 9,096,045 B2)
Standard Colors

Basic Black

Not available in Motivate

ES00

Steel Appeal 2

ES15A

Mocha Latte 2

ES43A

Dark Gray

ES502

Blue

ES500

Non-Standard Colors (300 Linear Feet Minimum Required)

Wildcats 2

ES100A

Blue Jays

ES103

The Ecore Athletic Performance Collection of surfaces
combine a vulcanized, colorful EPDM wear layer that
resists scuffing and marking with a myriad of tailored
base layers to create four unique products: Motivate,
Rally, Beast & Monster. This surfacing collections’ unique
combinations of force reduction and energy restitution
are designed to deliver tailored performance in strength
and conditioning applications.

Vikings

ES101

Lions

ES102

Cardinals

ES104

Devils

ES105

Tigers

ES106

Gators 2

ES107A

Ecore Athletic: Stacked
The Stacked family of products represents Ecore’s answer
to “Can a floor do more in strength and conditioning
environments?”. Benefitting from our patented itstru
technology, Stacked products feature a unique wear layer
laminated to a performance rubber backing. The result
is a new generation of surfaces that not only provide the
basic attributes that every floor should have, but also more.

What does it take to be
a floor?
All Ecore products must provide the basic attributes of a floor.

✓Durability
✓Sustainability
✓Ease of Installation
✓Ease of Maintenance
✓Slip Resistance

Can a floor do more?
In addition to those basic attributes, Ecore Athletic
Stacked products offer MORE. Harnessing the power of
itstru technology, these surfaces provide enhanced force
reduction with balanced energy restitution that maximizes
safety, ergonomics and acoustics for the athlete in all of us.
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Motivate

Tailored for light strength and conditioning, this
7.5mm surface combines an Ecore wear layer
with a 5mm base layer. The result: a balanced
distribution of force reduction and energy
restitution, designed for the shift in fitness from
equipment to more functional training.

Energy
Restitution

14.4%

66.8%

Force
Reduction

7.5mm (2.5mm+5mm)

Applications

Cardio

Light Weights

Strength Equipment

Rally

14.5mm (2.5mm+12mm) Rolls
14.5mm (2.5mm+12mm) Interlocking tiles

Tailored for heavy conditioning, this 14.5mm
product showcases a dynamic force
reduction of 35.40%. This dual durometer
system is engineered to absorb the impact
force related to aggressive functional
training, providing an ergonomically
advanced surface that works in concert with
the body.

Energy
Restitution

35.4%

53.7%

Force
Reduction

Applications

Cardio

Light Weights

Moderate
Weights

Extreme Functional
Training

Tracks

Strength
Equipment

Functional Training

Beast

Designed for heavy strength training, this
10.5mm system features an angry base
layer that maximizes energy restitution.
This dual durometer system is engineered
to enhance durability in applications
dominated by free weight training.

Energy
Restitution

11.4%

72.2%

Force
Reduction

10.5mm (2.5mm+8mm)

Applications

Cardio

Light Weights

Moderate
Weights

Extreme
Weights

Strength
Equipment

Monster

22.5mm (2.5mm+8mm/12mm)

Custom-made for extreme strength
and conditioning, this 22.5mm system
features a 10.5mm Performance Beast
Roll field united to a 12mm ShockPad.
The resulting triple durometer system
combines the durability and firm footing
desired in strength training with the
ergonomic demands of aggressive
functional training in one surface.

Energy
Restitution

38.1%

53.5%

Force
Reduction

Applications

Cardio

Light Weights

Moderate
Weights

Extreme
Weights

Strength
Equipment

Functional
Training

Extreme Functional
Training
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The Stacked family of products is part of Ecore Athletic, a business
unit under Ecore International. Since 1871, Ecore has been
transforming reclaimed waste into unique surfaces that make
people’s lives better. What started with simple cork closures has
evolved into a diverse portfolio of products solving complex
problems in applications ranging from playgrounds, weight
rooms, and turf fields to hospitals, hotels, and retail environments.
We are driven everyday by a simple question, “Can a floor do
more?” At Ecore, we believe the answer is “YES.” We are building

our company and the products we offer based on the simple
notion that floors should elevate beyond current expectations.
Our energy is focused on the interaction between people
and the surface. We engineer performance well beyond
industry standards related to acoustics, ergonomics, and safety.
Harvesting the unique power from a myriad of waste streams,
Ecore creates products that align–substantial force reduction
with a balanced amount of energy return to create dynamic
surfaces that are catered to the individual and the application.

Players will fall… we will be there to catch them!
Athletes will over train… we will keep them going!
Deadlifts will sound like thunder... we will quiet the noise!
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